A new partitioning approach for very large circuits is described. W e demonstrate that applying a recently developed analytical placement algorithm, that prots from a linear objective function, signicantly improves the partitioning quality compared to the well-known eigenvector approach, which minimi zes a quadratic objective function. For the rst time, results of benchmark circuits with up to 100,000 cells are presented. The cutsize and the minim um ratio cut is impro ved up to 90%. The average improvement is about 50%.
Introduction
Since high-level synthesis methods become widely accepted, the complexity of electronic systems is rapidly increasing. However, manufacturing technology limits the chip size. Consequently, the entire system has to be partitioned into a set of subsystems. These subsystems ma y be mapped on a set of ASICs or FPGAs and the system can be realized as a multichip module or an FPGA board. A partitioning algorithm has to divide the whole system into two or more subsystems by minimizing the cutsize and ensuring subsystem sizes within prescribed ranges.
Our intention in this paper is to present a partitioning method that oers the designer a variety of good partitioning solutions, where a small number of nets is cut and the size constraints are met.
Early approaches to the partitioning problem include clustering algorithms [1] and min-cut based methods [2, 3] . Clustering is a bottom-up strategy, iteratively constructing strongly connected components. Starting from an initial partition, min-cut iteratively minimizes the cutsize by exchanging or moving cells or groups of cells. The partitioning quality obtained with min-cut methods largely depends on the initial partition, as only local improvements are performed. The success of these two approaches is limited by the lack of a global view. Furthermore, typically the cells are only moved or exchanged if the partition size limits are not violated. This restricts the possibilities of minimizing the cutsize. The ratio cut method [4, 5] overcomes this drawback, but the partitioning result still depends on the initial partitioning.
To generate a good partitioning, the use of placement data was proposed [6, 7, 8] . Hagen and Kahng [9, 10] combined a one-dimensional placement method [11] with the ratio cut measure. They calculate a one-dimensional placement b y solving an eigenvector problem and determine the best partitioning by computing the ratio of all possible cuts between the cells. This algorithm keeps the global view and produces impressive partitioning quality. It reduces the number of possible two-way partitionings from 2 n 1 to n 1, where n is the number of cells, as only n 1 possible cut positions remain between the cells in a one-dimensional placement. This decreases the computational complexity for partitioning from exponential to linear. As the one-dimensional placement method is based on eigenvector computations, which minimize a quadratic objective function, throughout this paper we call it eigenvector approach. Recent improvements of this method led to better results for small circuits [12, 13, 14, 15] .
Partitioning methods that use analytical placement techniques obtained good results. Therefore, it is promising to choose the best placement techniques to guide the partitioning. In particular, very good placement results have been reported using the analytical placement procedure Gordian [16, 17] . It has been demonstrated that minimizing a linear objective function [17] yields a better placement quality in terms of layout area and wire length than minimizinga quadratic objective function. The superiority of a linear objective function in cell placement has also been shown by Hagen and Kahng [18] . Our idea is to use this objective function for partitioning. Reduced wire length leads to a lower probability that a net is cut. Since the linear objective function is superior to the quadratic objective function in terms of wire length, we claim that it will improve the partitioning quality a s w ell. Our experiments show an improvement of up to 90% compared to the eigenvector approach.
Our paper is organized as follows. The next section contains some preliminaries and denitions. Section 3 presents a short review of the eigenvector approach. Our new partitioning approach, which uses a linear objective function, is described in Section 4. In Section 5, results of benchmark circuits with up to 100,000 cells are presented and discussed.
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Preliminaries 2.1 Modeling the Circuit
A circuit is modeled by a h ypergraph H = ( V;E 0 ) with vertices V representing the cells and hyperedges E 0 representing the nets. The hypergraph can be transformed to a graph G = ( V;E) b y mapping each h yperedge in the set E 0 into a set of binary edges. To perform this mapping, we apply the well-known clique model. Each h yperedge consisting of k vertices is represented by a complete graph with edge weights equal to 1=(k 1). Thus, a graph G is obtained that may be described by a n n n adjacency matrix A = [ a ij ], where n =jV j. The 
which is used for the calculations below. B is usually called disconnection matrix [11] or the Laplacian of G [19] . The matrix is singular, has a maximum rank of n 1, is positive semi-denite, and has at least one zero eigenvalue, while all other eigenvalues are positive. The multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue is equal to the number of connected components of G.
The Ratio Cut Measure
We apply the ratio of a cut in the same way as Hagen and Kahng [9, 10] to determine the best partitioning and to measure the obtained partitioning quality. According to Wei and Cheng [4, 5] the ratio of a cut is dened by:
The set of nodes V of H = ( V;E 0 ) is divided into two disjoint subsets L V and R = V L with L 6 = ;. The cutsize C LR is the number of nets connecting the partitions L and R. The ratio cut favors both of our partitioning goals: Firstly, the numerator minimizes the cutsize and secondly, the denominator avoids uneven partition sizes.
The Eigenvector Approach
We present a short outline of the well-known eigenvector approach to be able to compare it to our new algorithm. As proposed by Hall [11] the one-dimensional placement problem may be formulated as a quadratic programming problem with a quadratic constraint
where x = [ x 1 ; : : : ; x i ; x j ; : : : ; x n ] T 2R n denotes the vector of the cell coordinates. The quadratic objective function to be minimized is the sum of the squared distances between the cells. The quadratic constraint distributes the cells around the origin with variance 1. To determine the best partitioning and to assess the quality of the entire approach the ratio of a cut RC is calculated for every possible cut position between two cells according to Equation 2. Thus, we obtain a ratio cut diagram as shown in Figure 1 . The set of cells is partitioned at the optimal cut position yielding the minimum ratio cut (MRC). This method was rst presented by Hagen and Kahng [9, 10] , where good partitioning results were reported.
Partitioning Using a Linear
Objective F unction
Our intention is to create a partitioning algorithm obtaining a good partitioning quality b y an improved onedimensional placement. In addition, it must have the ability to deal even with the largest circuits available. The largest design we partitioned up to now had about 100,000 cells.
To solve the placement problem, Gordian [16] used the same quadratic objective function which is used in QPPQC, but a linear constraint:
In contrary to the quadratic constraint used in QPPQC which distributes the cells, the linear constraint xes the center of gravity of all cells to the x-coordinate f. This problem formulation yields good placement results which can be improved signicantly by using the following problem formulation with a linear objective function:
LPPLC: min GordianL v ery eciently by using a conjugate-gradient method [17] .
Since the quality of placement-based partitioning approaches largely depends on the quality of the onedimensional placement, we use GordianL with it's linear objective function to generate a high quality onedimensional placement. We apply the GordianL procedure as described in [17] except that only a onedimensional placement is calculated. As GordianL obtains good results in cell placement with the linear constraint w e use it for partitioning, too. A better placement quality results in shorter wire length. Reducing the wire length decreases the probability for a net to be cut when partitioning the circuit. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that a better placement quality in terms of wire length implies a lower cutsize.
Since GordianL needs at least one xed cell, we use the eigenvector placement to assign extreme left and extreme right placed cells to the left and right partition, respectively. W e x the coordinates of these cells and calculate a new placement for all remaining cells with GordianL using it's linear objective function and constraint. An improved placement result is shown on top of Figure 2 . Fixed cells are shown as lled squares.
The optimal partitioning is determined in the same way as presented in Section 3. Again the ratio for every possible cut position is calculated and the circuit is partitioned at the optimal cut. 
Experimental Results
The results of our new partitioning method called
Paraboli are compared to the eigenvector approach i n terms of the minimum ratio cut (MRC ) and the cutsize (C LR ). For that purpose, we implemented the EIG1 algorithm of Hagen and Kahng [9, 10] . We applied both methods to 19 circuits of the ACM/SIGDA Benchmark Suites [20, 21] . The characteristics of the circuits containing approximately 600 to 100,000 cells are summarized in 
Arbitrary Partition Sizes
In Table 2 GordianL. Column 8 gives the total cpu-time of our approach, which is the sum of the cpu-time for the eigenvector calculation and the improved placement calculated with GordianL. Finally, the improvement o f P araboli compared to EIG1 is presented with respect to the cutsize and the minimum ratio cut.
In order to reduce computational eort, some eigenvector approaches remove nets with a large number of pins [14] . However, our investigations revealed that partitioning results are very sensitive to net elimination. In some cases net elimination improves the partitioning quality, while in other cases the results are worse. Therefore, to present comparable results, we dispense with net elimination as far as possible when calculating the eigenvector of B. In our experiments the eigenvectors of the circuits avq.small and avq.large only are calculated without the 4 biggest nets connecting more than 3,000 pins due to excessive memory requirements. Paraboli yields up to 86% lower minimum ratio cuts.
On the average 48% better results are obtained. The minimum ratio cut of Paraboli is always better or equal than the minimum ratio cut of the EIG1 algorithm. The cutsize is reduced up to 89% with an average of about 41%. The improvement on the cutsize is sometimes less signicant o r e v en negative compared to the improvement of the MRC. F or the circuits sioo and biomed Paraboli creates a higher cutsize, but more even partition sizes outweigh this deterioration such that the MRC is improved. This means, that Paraboli generates more even partition sizes (see Equation 2 ). Some of our partitioning results break the lower ratio cut bound c =n of a minimumratio cut partition [9, 10] .
The proof of this bound [10] is based on a clique model with edge weights equal to one which results in counting all edges of the cliques that are cut. However, we propose that a net connecting cells in both partitions causes cut costs equal to one. Therefore, the lower ratio cut bound c may be higher than the actual cost for a net connecting cells in both partitions. 
A Reduced Ratio Cut Level
A closer look at the ratio cut diagrams reveals that not only the minimum ratio cut should be considered to assess the quality of our approach, but also the entire ratio cut diagram should be taken into consideration. Figures 3 and  4 give the ratio cut diagram for the circuits biomed and avq.large for EIG1 and Paraboli. Paraboli reduces the ratio cut level over a wide range of cut positions. Compared to the eigenvector approach with only a few minima, Paraboli gives a great variety of good cut positions, offering the designer a lot of partitioning solutions with a small ratio cut. This advantage of our approach is essential for multiway partitioning. It clearly shows the signicant improvement compared to the eigenvector approach.
Specied Partition Sizes
System design often requires approximately even partitions. Thus, we compared both approaches allowing each partition to have up to 10% more or less than the equipartitioned number of cells. Table 3 presents the minimum ratio cut and the cutsize for the optimal cut in this interval. Paraboli yields an improvement b e t w een 25% and 80% in terms of the cutsize and the minimum ratio cut compared to the eigenvector approach. On the average, about 55% improvement is obtained.
The results in Tables 2 and 3 show a n a v erage improvement of 49.7%. This signicant improvement outweighs the on the average moderate additional computational effort. It is important to notice that these excellent results are produced without performing any local improvement.
In our prototype implementation w e rst calculate the eigenvector, assign extremely placed cells to distinct partitions, and nally compute an improved placement with the linear objective function. It may be a part of future research to unify both approaches by using net weights during the eigenvector calculation to linearize the objective function. This will result in a lower computational cost. We developed an ecient partitioning method for twoand multiway partitioning. The partitioning is based on a cell placement which is calculated eciently by applying analytical placement techniques. The main conclusions of our research are:
A linear objective function is superior to the quadratic objective function for partitioning as well as for placement.
Our approach dramatically improves both, the cutsize and the minimum ratio cut.
The ratio cut level is reduced over a wide range of cut positions oering the designer a high degree of freedom to choose an appropriate partitioning for specied partition sizes.
Excellent results are shown even on the largest available Benchmark circuits with up to 100,000 cells.
